Premium Collection

Self-Watering Planters for
Modern Interior Design
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FOREWORD

LECHUZA

LECHUZA® – Grow with us!

Dear Business Partner,
Simplicity and lightness is our philosophy when it comes to materials and working with
our planters. But this means much more to us when it comes you, our partners and
customers, because we want to make everything that you associate with LECHUZA as
simple as possible.
With this in mind we’ve once again added a number of accessories, and also included a
new planter size to our selection.
This coming season we hope to deepen our relationship with you and begin new
partnerships so that we can continue what we’ve been able to do so successfully for the
past years: grow together.
Sincerely,
Your LECHUZA Team

The unique advantages of LECHUZA planters
• Simplified transport thanks the planter’s light weight and shatterproof

materials
• Less watering thanks to the integrated LECHUZA sub-irrigation system:

Plants receive the water they need from the water reservoir
• Greater mobility thanks to the optional rollers and removable plant liners
• A plant system for home and garden thanks to the overflow function

found in all LECHUZA planters, making them ideal for indoor and outdoor use
(table planters excluded)
• Quality made in Germany under the highest production standards
• International awards presented to a number of LECHUZA planters for

their exceptional product design and quality

RONDO 32, 40 – Vriesea
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RONDO

LECHUZA

RONDO has charm that can
change a room. How is up to you.

RONDO 40 – Rhapis excelsa

RONDO 32, 40 – Calathea
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RONDO

LECHUZA

See plants at eye level
RONDO is the gentle exclamation mark in the CLASSICO family.
Its attractive column shape that delicately narrows down to
the bottom draws attention to the sleek planter and its planting –
regardless of the surroundings – without stealing the show.
RONDO’s graceful shape perfectly showcases both short and
tall plants and plant ensembles.

RONDO plant liner

Unique advantages

RONDO 32 – Heliconia 'Flame'

•

Plant liner with recessed frame handle, can also be used with
DIAMANTE planters in the same size

•

Sub-irrigation set

•

Available in two sizes and seven colors

RONDO 32 – Calathea rufibarba

•T
 he color-coordinated frame handle
slides into the planter after use.
•T
 he RONDO 40 plant liner also fits
DIAMANTE

RONDO 40 – Sansevieria trifasciata 'Laurentii'
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DIAMANTE

LECHUZA

DIAMANTE 40 – Ficus lyrata

DIAMANTE

Play with light
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DIAMANTE

LECHUZA

DIAMANTE – A multifaceted planter
Can high-gloss finishes harmonize with natural plant colors?
DIAMANTE is proof. With the combination of light incidence and
intensity, shape and color, the multifaceted surface reflects the
inner life of a room in an ever-changing way. DIAMANTE’s diversity and expressiveness makes it ideal for both tall and exotic
plants – and, arranged in an ensemble, it can bring even austere
surroundings to life.

DIAMANTE plant liner

Unique advantages
•

Plant liner with recessed frame handle, also fits RONDO 40

•

Available in four high-gloss finishes
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DIAMANTE 40 – Dracaena reflexa 'Anita'

DIAMANTe 40 – Musa

•T
 he color-coordinated frame handle
slides into the planter after use.
•T
 he DIAMANTE 40 plant liner also
fits RONDO
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CLASSICO . QUADRO

LECHUZA

CLASSICO and QUADRO

Natural beauty
CLASSICO 70 – Olea europea
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CLASSICO

LECHUZA

Bring nature to open spaces
“Classic” does not depend on place and time, mood or
feeling. Meet CLASSICO. A planter that is functional, has the right
proportions and offers a wide variety of colors, sizes and
combination possibilities to beautifully showcase every plant that
it houses, regardless of color or shape.

The sub-irrigation set

Unique advantages
•

CLASSICO 50 – Ficus fibrosa

LECHUZA’s proven sub-irrigation set with separator,
supply shaft and water level indicator for complete watering
control

•

New: Select models also available with the patented plant liner

•

Mobile planting thanks to optional rollers, available for sizes
43 to 70

• With water level indicator for complete
watering control

CLASSICO 70 – Pinus nigra
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CLASSICO LS

LECHUZA

A very convincing line(r)
Timeless proportions combined with large plant volume are the
basis for CLASSICO’s diversity. It is the evergreen of our collection,
available in seven different sizes and six colors.

New: CLASSICO plant liner

Changing plantings in CLASSICO just got easier with the interchangeable liner that now comes with select models.
You will always find the right planter in this collection to add
greenery to any room.
Unique advantages
•

New: The interchangeable plant liner* makes changing
plantings easy

•

Trimming roots is simple

•

Easily remove dust from plants under running water

• Interchangeable
• Patented
• Color-coordinated frame
handle

*See the current price list for details about this offer

CLASSICO LS 28 – Guzmania

CLASSICO LS 43 – Spathiphyllum

CLASSICO LS 21 – Dendrobium nobile
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QUADRO LS

LECHUZA

Large plant volume for great rooms
QUADRO translates CLASSICO’s timeless contours in an
extraordinarily attractive cubicle planter that delivers large plant
volume, excellent stability and impressive weight capacity.

New: QUADRO plant liner

Unique advantages
•

Patented interchangeable plant liner for select QUADRO
models*

•

Integrated color-coordinated recessed frame handle

•

Optional coasters available for QUADRO 43 and 50

*See the current price list for details about this offer

QUADRO LS 21 – Juncus Pencil Grass

QUADRO LS 43 – Howea forsteriana

• Interchangeable
• Patented
• Color-coordinated
frame handle

QUADRO LS 28 – Tillandsia
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LECHUZA

DELTA

DELTA

Premium design

DELTA 40 – Yucca
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DELTA

LECHUZA

Purist form for pure inspiration
We’ve taken the shape of the Greek letter DELTA and added
delicate curves to create a very sophisticated planter. The
result is symmetry and a synthesis of a pyramid and circle from
more than just a geometric perspective. The pure elegance
DELTA brings to a room impresses onlookers by creating
the perfect expression of the beauty and uniqueness of a plant.

LECHUZA DELTA received the
“red dot award: best of the best 2008”
for exceptional product design.

DELTA plant liner

Unique advantages (DELTA 30 and 40)
•

Patented plant liner with integrated recessed frame handle

•

LECHUZA’s proven sub-irrigation set

•

Available in two sizes and six finishes

• Patented plant liner
• The color-coordinated frame
handle slides into
the planter after use

With its sculptural silhouette, DELTA
sets stylish accents even in the most
discerning environments.

DELTA 40 – Sansevieria 'Jiboa'

DELTA 40 – Howea forsteriana

DELTA 40 – Pleomele 'Song of Jamaica'
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LECHUZA table planters

LECHUZA

Small splendors of creation
It doesn’t take much for DELTA table planters to make the
whole room bloom. They embody LECHUZA’s philosophy of
simplicity. All table planters are available in the All-in-One
Set that includes plant substrate for quick planting. And with
the integrated water reservoir your plants receive all the
water they need for weeks. Whether placed on a table, shelf or
sideboard – alone, in a duet or arranged in a variety of
different ensembles: DELTA table planters turn your plants into
small splendors of creation.
Unique advantages
•

Available in eight finishes

•

All-in-One Set with the LECHUZA watering system for all models

Interchangeable plant liner

• Plant liner with decorative border
• Includes the LECHUZA watering system

DELTINI – Dendrobium nobile

DELTA 20 | DELTINI – Tradescantia zebrine

DELTA 20 – Sansevieria trifasciata 'Fernwood'

DELTA 20 – Adianthum
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LECHUZA

CUBICO

CUBICO

Irresistibly elegant
CUBICO 50 – Alocasia 'Poly'
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CUBICO

LECHUZA

All-rounder with a strong character
Thanks to its extraordinary features CUBICO still has the same
appeal that it did when LECHUZA introduced it to the market
as its first column planter. Our most popular planter model
combines elegance and attractiveness with the most convenient
use and care. The wide range of sizes, colors and accessories
makes CUBICO perfect anywhere. With their large volume,
stability and unusually robust material, CUBICO planters are also
ideal for outdoor use. And with the CUBICO coaster they’re
mobile outside, too.
Unique advantages
•

Available in four sizes and six colors

•

Plant liner and sub-irrigation set included

•

Coasters available for CUBICO 30 and 40

CUBICO
plant liner

CUBICO
coaster

• Sturdy carrying
handles
• Easy transport even
for tall plantings

• Mobile in every
direction
• With four rollers

CUBICO 22 – Zantedeschia hybride

CUBICO 40 – Solanum jasminoides

CUBICO 40 – Rhapis excelsa

CUBICO 40 – Zamioculcas
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LED

LECHUZA

Create moods
By incorporating light in the popular models LECHUZA has
not only added a new feature, but a whole new dimension of
expressiveness. CUBICO’s ability to gently underscore the
beauty of plants with three-dimensionality has an even greater
impact through the use of light.
Unique advantages
•

Select models already come with LEDs in the All-in-One Set

•

LED set (incl. Forstner bit) for retrofitting your planters

•

LED expansion set for CUBICO All-in-One and the LED set
available in four LED colors.

•

LED solar module provides your LED planters with
eco-friendly power at dusk and at night. For use with the
LED set and CUBICO All-in-One with LEDs.

LED set

LED expansion set

Comes with a power
cord, Forstner bit and LEDs
(you can add three
more LEDs): includes a
drilling template for
LECHUZA CUBICO

Available in different LED
colors. For use with the LED set

CUBICO with LEDs: Ideal for home
and garden – no power supply needed
thanks to the solar module

CUBICO 30 LED – Buxus

LED solar module

Provides your
LECHUZA LED set
with eco-friendly
power outdoors.
For use with the
LED set and
LED All-in-One
planters.
LED solar module

CUBICO 30 LED – Hydrangea macrophylla

CUBICO 30 LED – Vriesea

white

amber

red

blue
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LECHUZA

CARARO

CARARO

Show greatness
where it counts
CARARO – Cyperus papyrus
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CARARO

LECHUZA

Rooms structured according to you
CARARO creates structure in large rooms. CARARO opens or
limits perspectives, divides and joins living areas, guides the
eye in the desired direction and structures a room according to
your tastes. Its 30-inch wide body makes it perfect as a room
divider or classic planter. If you like changing things around then
you’ll love the freedom you have with the rollers that come
with CARARO.

CARARO:
Mobile thanks to hidden rollers

Unique advantages

CARARO – Dracaena 'Surculosa'

•

Available in six colors

•

Comes with the sub-irrigation set and two rollers

CARARO already comes with
a sub-irrigation set and two
sturdy rollers that make it easy
to move.

CARARO – Ophiopogon
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SUB-IRRIGATION SYSTEM

LECHUZA

What makes planters from
LECHUZA different? Everything.
LECHUZA planters are not just aesthetic. They are also beautiful
on the inside.

The original LECHUZA
sub-irrigation system
•	LECHUZA’s

The sub-irrigation ensures superb plant growth
LECHUZA turns plant care into child’s play: Simply fill the water reservoir integrated
in the bottom of the planter once. Then let LECHUZA tend to the plants for up
to 12 weeks*, without the need for further watering.
No waterlogging – even outdoors
The original LECHUZA sub-irrigation system is suitable both for plants with high
water needs as well as for those that require significantly less water, such
as succulents (cacti, yucca, etc.). Thanks to an overflow function integrated in
the bottom of the planter, LECHUZA provides potted plants with the perfect
amount of water – even when used outdoors. When the drain plug is removed,
excess rainwater runs off, preventing plants from becoming waterlogged.
Clever accessories
Interchangeable plant liners, recessed frame handles, coasters that virtually
disappear under the planters, … As an expert and plant lover, LECHUZA planters
make your daily life and work with plants as simple as possible. We are
always working on new solutions in detail, and find pleasure in making your work
with plants in LECHUZA even easier.

original sub-irrigation system
turns plant care into child’s play.

•

Never overwater your plants again

•

Up to 12 weeks without further
watering
Water level indicator
Ensures complete watering control
LECHUZA-PON as a separating layer
Perfectly controls the water supply to the plant
Separator
Forms the water reservoir in the bottom of the planter
Water supply shaft
Makes adding water and liquid fertilizer easy
Drain plug
Is removed to allow excess rainwater to drain
when used outdoors

Absolute quality “made in Germany”
LECHUZA planters are manufactured and finished at the German production site in
Dietenhofen, Franconia, under the highest production standards.
Patented:
The LECHUZA plant liner
The practical LECHUZA
plant liners make changing
plantings easy both
indoors and out and are ideal
for overwintering.

* depending on planter size, plant and location.
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LECHUZA ASSORTMENT

Product overview
DIAMANTE

RONDO

DELTA

Model and size

Models and sizes

Models and sizes

30 inch*

*Height

30 inch*

30 inch*

22 inch*

22 inch*

*Height

*Height

Model

Dim.

Water reservoir 1

Model

Dim.

Water reservoir 1

Model

Dim.

Water reservoir 1

DIAMANTE 40

16 x 30 inch
40 x 75 cm

approx. 1.3 US.liq.gal.
approx. 5 l

RONDO 32

13 x 22 inch
32 x 56 cm
16 x 30 inch
40 x 75 cm

approx. 1 US.liq.gal.
approx. 4 l
approx. 1.3 US.liq.gal.
approx. 5 l

DELTA 30

12 x 22 inch
30 x 56 cm
16 x 30 inch
40 x 75 cm

approx. 85 US.fl.oz.
approx. 3 l
approx. 1.3 US.liq.gal.
approx. 5 l

1

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

RONDO 40

1

A

DELTA 40

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B

1

A

A Plant liner with recessed frame handle (for use with DIAMANTE and RONDO)

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B

A Plant liner with recessed frame handle
(for DELTA 30 and 40)

B LECHUZA sub-irrigation set for DIAMANTE and RONDO

B LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

Colors

Colors

Colors

white
high-gloss

scarlet red
high-gloss

white
high-gloss

espresso
metallic

white
high-gloss

espresso
metallic

charcoal
high-gloss

black
high-gloss

silver
metallic

scarlet red
high-gloss

silver
metallic

scarlet red
high-gloss

charcoal
metallic

black
high-gloss

charcoal
metallic

black
high-gloss

aubergine
high-gloss

CUBICO

CARARO

CLASSICO + CLASSICO LS

Models and sizes

Model and size

Models and sizes

37 inch*
30 inch*
17 inch*

25 inch*

22 inch*

22 inch*
19 inch*
16 inch*

16 inch*

13 inch*
10 inch*
8 inch*

*Height

*Height

Model

WxDxH

Water reservoir 1

Model

WxDxH

CUBICO 22

9 x 9 x 16 inch
22 x 22 x 41 cm
12 x 12 x 22 inch
30 x 30 x 56 cm
16 x 16 x 30 inch
40 x 40 x 75 cm
20 x 20 x 37 inch
50 x 50 x 95 cm

approx. 68 US.fl.oz.
approx. 2 l
approx. 1 US.liq.gal.
approx. 4 l
approx. 2 US.liq.gal.
approx. 8 l
approx. 4.2 US.liq.gal.
approx. 16 l

CARARO

30 x 12 x 17 inch approx. 2.6 US.liq.gal.
75 x 30 x 43 cm approx. 10 l

CUBICO 30
CUBICO 40
CUBICO 50

1

*Height

Water reservoir 1

1

Model

Dim.

Water reservoir 1

classico 21

9 x 8 inch
21 x 20 cm
11 x 10 inch
28 x 26 cm
14 x 13 inch
35 x 33 cm
17 x 16 inch
43 x 40 cm
20 x 19 inch
50 x 47 cm
24 x 22 inch
60 x 56 cm
28 x 25 inch
70 x 65 cm

approx. 27 US.fl.oz.
approx. 1 l
approx. 68 US.fl.oz.
approx. 2 l
approx. 1 US.liq.gal.
approx. 4 l
approx. 1.6 US.liq.gal.
approx. 6 l
approx. 2.4 US.liq.gal.
approx. 9 l
approx. 4.5 US.liq.gal.
approx. 17 l
approx. 7 US.liq.gal.
approx. 27 l

classico 28

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

classico 35
classico 43
classico 50

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

classico 60
classico 70

1

A

B

A

A

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B

black

A Plant liner with
recessed carrying
handles

C

white
charcoal
black

A LECHUZA sub-irrigation set incl. CARARO
rollers (2x)

A LECHUZA sub-irrigation set
B Coaster (for CLASSICO 43-70)

B LECHUZA
sub-irrigation set

Colors

C Coaster (for
CUBICO 30 and 40)

Colors

Colors

white
high-gloss

espresso
metallic

silver
metallic

scarlet red
high-gloss

charcoal
metallic

black
high-gloss

CLASSICO LS (21/28/35/43/50)2

white
high-gloss

espresso
metallic

white
high-gloss

espresso
metallic

silver
metallic

scarlet red
high-gloss

silver
metallic

scarlet red
high-gloss

charcoal
metallic

black
high-gloss

charcoal
metallic

black
high-gloss

Plant liner with recessed frame handle and
sub-irrigation system
NEW!

2

See the current price lists to find out which CLASSICO/QUADRO models are available
plant liner.

LECHUZA ASSORTMENT

QUADRO + QUADRO LS

LECHUZA table planters

Models and sizes

19 inch*
16 inch*
13 inch*
10 inch*
8 inch*

*Height

Model

WxDxH

Water reservoir 1

QUADRO 21

9 x 9 x 8 inch
21 x 21 x 20 cm
11 x 11 x 10 inch
28 x 28 x 26 cm
14 x 14 x 13 inch
35 x 35 x 33 cm
17 x 17 x 16 inch
43 x 43 x 40 cm
20 x 20 x 19 inch
50 x 50 x 47 cm

approx. 37 US.fl.oz.
approx. 1 l
approx. 85 US.fl.oz.
approx. 3 l
approx. 1.2 US.liq.gal.
approx. 5 l
approx. 2.6 US.liq.gal.
approx. 10 l
approx. 3.8 US.liq.gal.
approx. 15 l

QUADRO 28
QUADRO 35
QUADRO 43
QUADRO 50

1

A

all in one

DELTINI
Ø 6 x 7 inch | Ø 14 x 18 cm
Self-Watering planter
with plant liner,
LECHUZA-PON plant
substrate and
water level indicator

MAXI-CUBI
6 x 6 x 10 inch | 14 x 14 x 26 cm
Self-Watering planter
with plant liner,
LECHUZA-PON plant
substrate and
water level indicator

DELTA 15
Ø 6 x 10 inch | Ø 15 x 26 cm
Self-Watering planter
with plant liner,
LECHUZA-PON plant
substrate and
water level indicator

MINI-CUBI
4 x 4 x 7 inch | 9 x 9 x 18 cm
Self-Watering planter
with plant liner and
LECHUZA-PON plant
substrate
Colors

DELTA 20
16 x 6 x 7 inch | 40 x 15 x 18 cm
Self-Watering planter
with plant liner,
LECHUZA-PON as a
separating layer and
water level indicator

white
high-gloss

espresso
metallic

silver
metallic

scarlet red
high-gloss

charcoal
metallic

black
high-gloss

aubergine
high-gloss

orange
metallic

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B

black

A LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

LED set

PICO

The LECHUZA LED set already includes
three white LEDs, the power supply
unit and a drill bit. The supplied drilling
templates show you where you can
place the LEDs in CUBICO 30 and 40
planters.

Watering just got easier
thanks to LECHUZA’s PICO
spout extension.

LED expansion set

B Coaster (for QUADRO 43-50)
Colors
white
high-gloss

espresso
metallic

silver
metallic

scarlet red
high-gloss

charcoal
metallic

black
high-gloss

QUADRO LS (21/28/35/43/50)2

Plant liner with recessed frame handle and
sub-irrigation system
NEW!

with the new plant liner or alternatively with the standard sub-irrigation system without

(See explanatory video at www.lechuza.com)

Every LECHUZA LED expansion set
already includes three LEDs that can be
added to the original LED set. LEDs
are available in the colors amber, red,
blue or white.

LED solar module
This optional solar
module allows you to
use the LED set anywhere with CUBICO without
worrying about
a power supply.

white

white

amber

red

blue

40
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LECHUZA-PON . LECHUZA-TERRAPON

LECHUZA-PON

LECHUZA-TERRAPON

The pure mineral plant substrate alternative
to soil

The new plant substrate from LECHUZA

Package size
1.4 US.dry.gal
6 liters

Package size
2.7 US.dry.gal
12 liters

5.7 US.dry.gal
25 liters

3.4 US.dry.gal
15 liters

Big Pack available on request

LECHUZA-PON is the perfect alternative in places where
conventional soil cannot be used.

LECHUZA-TERRAPON is a combination of humus and mineral
components.

LECHUZA-PON is a structurally stable, inorganic plant substrate
that has optimum properties for plants. It stores nutrients and
releases them to the plant as needed, protects pH levels, and
stores water up to 40 percent by volume while providing optimum
air-filled porosity. The substrate’s excellent buffering properties
prevent common fertilizing mistakes. LECHUZA-PON stores excess
fertilizer and then slowly releases it to the plant.

The name LECHUZA stands for healthy, magnificent plant growth.
LECHUZA has developed another high-quality plant substrate
that perfectly combines the advantages of organic soil with those
of mineral components such as pumice and expanded clay:
LECHUZA-TERRAPON

LECHUZA-PON is made from pumice, zeolites and lava, and is
enriched at the factory with a depot fertilizer (15-9-9+3; 3g/L), which
provides your plant with sufficient nutrients for up to 12 months.
LECHUZA-PON is inorganic and therefore nearly sterile.
LECHUZA-PON does not create sediment. This gives
LECHUZA-PON plant substrate an advantage over conventional
potting soil because it doesn’t need to be refilled and still
provides plants with sufficient air even after many years, actively
promoting plant growth.
Please note: If you choose LECHUZA-PON as a plant substrate
instead of soil, make sure to water your plant from above onto the
substrate every second watering!

This new substrate is made from the same high-quality raw
materials used in professional horticulture: pumice, expanded
clay, and an effective fertilizer combination. The fresh organic
clay naturally stores water and nutrients and provides balanced
plant care. This protects against variations in water and
nutrient levels and enables the plant to continue to thrive in dry
or wet periods.
LECHUZA-TERRAPON can be used to plant nearly all
house, balcony and garden plants with the exception of bog
garden plants, which have special soil needs with regard
to pH levels. These types of plants require special soil. Orchids
also have very special soil needs and should only be planted
in LECHUZA-PON.
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Many of the products featured in this catalog are protected
in numerous countries by industrial property rights for
geobra Brandstätter GmbH & Co. KG.
The name LECHUZA is a registered trademark © 2011.
This brochure was printed in Germany on chlorine-free bleached paper.

RONDO 40 – Calathea
P. 1 DIAMANTE 40 – Ficus lyrata

